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English at the end of the post. Then I finally took the time to write down the pattern on the duck fragment. So fun to try to make my police animals with different yarns. All cops can be made in any yarn, it's just that they become different sizes. The duck is made with Scheepjes Soft Fun Aquarel. Soft and comfortable yarn consisting of 60% cotton and 40%
acrylic. Soft Fun Aquarel is available in 11 different colors, all of which have such beautiful names. This yellow I used is called Sunscape  can also be compared to Aquarel with solid Soft Fun or melerade Soft Fun Denim. My other cops can be found here: Heartpig Snuttis / Pig Ragdoll PandaSnuttis / Panda Ragdoll SnutteIsbj'rn / Polarbear Ragdoll Frog
Ragdoll (English) If you hook for any of my models and post on social media, please be sure to refer to a template or link to annavirkpanna.com. Please tag with #annavirkpanna or #annavirkpannadesign, so I even get to see your lovely creations ❤ pattern Anksnuttis yarn: Scheepjes Soft Fun Aquarel color 805 (head, body, Wings), Scheepjes Katona color
281 (beak, legs) Consumption: 2 balls Soft Fun Aquarel, 1 ball Kato 281 (orange), small residual pieces of black (110) and white (106) for eye hook hook: 4 mm to soft Aqua Rel and 3.5 mm to Cato Height: 35 cm Crochet terms lm - air grid FM - solid grid hst - half post street - post sm - furtive mesh hay - skip 2 sc/hst/pcs up - (shorten) hook along with the
next 2 stitch 2i1, 3i1 - (increase) 2 (or 3) Good to know - the rooms within () at the end of the circle show how many court stitches has. - () Inside the yard means that what is inside () must be performed x number of times. In this pattern it is only x 2, that is, 2 times. - First post/semi-post is always 2 lm with a regular post/half post in the same grid. At the turns
where it starts with 2 st until then, it means that you first make two lm then hook the first post (which is made in the same grid as the two LM) along with the next post. - Each lap with poles / half post ends see in the first post / half post, ie not in two lm. Body (Soft Fun Aquarel) Add 60 lm, end up with a ring with sm. Make sure the air mask chain does not
rotate. 1-3. 60 messages / circle 4. 2 pieces to, 26 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 26 pieces, 2 pieces to. 5. 56 (56) 6. 2 pieces to, 24 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 24 pieces, 2 pieces to. (52) 7. 52 (52) 8. 2 pieces to, 22 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 22 pieces, 2 pieces until. (48) 9. 48 pc (48) 10. 2 pieces to, 20 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 20 pieces, 2 pieces to. (44) 11. 44
(44) 12. 2 pieces to, 18 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 18 pieces, 2 pieces to. (40) 13. 40 pieces (40) 14. 2 pieces to, 16 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 16 pieces, 2 pieces to. (36) 15. 36 16. 2 pieces to, 14 (2 pieces to) x 2, 14 pieces, 2 pieces to. (32) 17. 32 32 18. 2 pieces to, 12 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 12 pieces, 2 pieces to. (28) 19. 28 20. 2 pieces to, 10 pieces, (2
pieces to) x 2, 10 pieces, 2 pieces to. (24) 21. 24 pieces 22. 2 pieces to 8 pieces, (2 pieces to) x 2, 8 pieces, 2 pieces to. (20) 23. 20 pieces Cut the yarn, but leave a rather long thread to sew the head to the body. Head (Soft Fun Watercolor) 1. 6 s in the magic circle (6) 2. 2i1 circle around (12) 3. (1 s, 2i1) circle around (18) 4. (2 s, 2i1) circle around (24) 5. (3
s, 2i1) circle around (30) 6. (4 s, 2i1) circle around (36) 7. (5 sc, 2i1) circle around (42) 8. (6 sc, 2i1) circle around (48) 9-16. 48 s (48) 17. (6 s, 2 sq. m. to) circle around (42) 18. (5 s, 2 sq. m. up) circle around (36) 19. (4 s, 2 sq. m. to) circle around (30) 20. (3 s, 2 sq m) circle around. (24) The next lap is done only in the back arch of the grid, here it is enough
just to start stopping the head. 21. (2 s, 2 sq. m. to) circle around. (18) Now he's hooked in both arch masks again. 22. (1 s, 2 sk before) circle around. (12) 23. 2 s until, lap around. (6) Fill your head with uphol upholduction, stitch the hole together and fasten the thread. Wings (Soft Fun Aquarel, 2 pieces) 1. 6 hst in a magic circle. (6) 2. (1 hst, 2i1). (9) 3. (2
hst, 2i1). (12) 4. 12 a.m. (12) 5 a.m. (3 hst, 2i1). (15) 6. (4 hst, 2i1). (18) 7-8. 6 p.m. (6 p.m. (2 hst, 2i1). (24) 10-12. 24 (24) 13. (2 hst, 2 together). (18) Cut the yarn, but leave quite long strands so that the wings can be sewn on the body. Eyes (Katona, make 2 pieces) 6 s in a magic circle, finish with sm in the first m. Cut the yarn, but leave such a long thread
that the eyes can be sewn to the head. Legs (Katona, make 2 pieces) Put to 20 lm, end of the lap with SM in the first m. 1-3. 2 lm, 19 hst, finish with sm in the second lm. 4. 2lm, 8 hst, 2i1, 9 hst, 2i1, finish with sm in the second lm. (22) 5. 2 lm, 9 hst, 2i1, 10 hst, 2i1, finish with sm in the second lm. (24) 6. 2 lm, 10 hst, 2i1, 11 hst, 2i1, finish with sm in the
second lm. (26) 7. 1 lm, (1 sq m, 1 hst, 2 st in the next m, 1 hst, 1 sc, 1 hst, 2 st in the next m, 1 hst, 1 sc, 1 hst, 2 pieces in the next m, 1 hst, 1 sc) x 2. 8. Time to hook together the top of the leg. This is done through so make sure to front and back level, make 1 lm and crochet along with the SM in the back arch mesh. Cut the yarn and secure the thread.
Beak (Katona) Put up 9 lm 1. 1 s in the second lm from the needle, 6 sc, 3 sc on the last lm, now continue on the other side of the air mask chain with 6 sc, 2 sc in the last m, sm in the first m. 2. 1 lm, 1 sq m in the same m, 6 s, 2i1, 1 9, 2i1, 7 sc, 2i1, 1 cm in the first m. 3-5. 23 sc/ turns cut the yarn, but leave a long thread so that the beak can be sewn to the
head. Mount Insert your feet into the hole on the lower edge. Place them where it looks good, but try to get them just as far from the outside. Attach the legs and stitch them together while sewing the entire bottom edge together. Wings sewn between 6 and 10 (counting from Pe Kroppen. Gonen sys fast mellan rad 9 och rad 11 pa huvudet, med 6 m mellan.
Glam Integra et witt blanc y Ogonen Oh Gonfransar om du ville ha Det. Nyabben Sis fast ett varv nedanf'r gonen, mellan varv 12 och varv 16. Glam integrat att stoppa in fyllning i n'bben innan du sytt fast den helt. Neur du sire-e-hop-croppen oh huwoodet anvender du diu de fremre mascabygarna fren v21 pas huuudet. Clart! Hittar du nygon som integration
eiller du har nygra fregor sa contact gyrn meg pe annavirkpanna@gmail.com eller l'mna en kommentar. ❤ Anna INGLIS BELOW! I finally took the time to write down a template for my Duck Ragdoll. It's so fun to hook them into a variety of yarns. All my ragdoll models can be made with any yarn and hook, they will ju be bigger/less. The duck is made with
Scheepjes Soft Fun Aquarel. It is a soft and good yarn, which consists of 60% cotton and 40% acrylic. Soft Fun Aquarel comes in 11 different colors and they all have such beautiful names. The yellow I used is called Sunscape  you can also match Aquarel with solid Soft Fun or Melted Soft Fun Denim. You will find my other ragdoll models here: Hj'rtegris
Snuttis / Pig Ragdoll PandaSnuttis / Panda Ragdoll SnutteIsbj'rn / Polarbear Ragdoll Frog Ragdoll (English) If you use any of my models and post on social media, please don't forget the link to annavirkpanna.com or send them to the template. I would also like if you use #annavirkpanna or #annavirkpannadesign so I can find and see your work ❤ the
duckRagdoll yarn template: Scheepjes Soft Fun Aquarel color 805 (head, body, wings), Scheepjes Kato color 281 (beak, Foot) Amount: 2 skeins Soft Fun Aquarel, 1 skein Catona 281 (orange), tiny pieces of black (110) and white (106) for eye hook size: 4mm for soft Fun Aquarel and 3.5mm for Cato Height: 35 cm Arevbbations ch - chain-link ske- one Cke
hdc - half double CROc DC - double crochet sl st - slip stitch sk-skip 2 sc/hdc/dc tog - (decrease) crochet following two stitches together 2in1, 3in1 - (increase) crochet 2 or 3 stitches in the same stitch. Good to know - The numbers in () the end of the round says the number of stitches in the round. - () Inside the round means that () will be repeated x number of
times. - First hdc/DC th ch 2 then make a regular hdc/DC in the same stitch. ch 2 is not considered a stitch. In the rounds where you start with 2 DC Tog it means you do ch 2 and then you hook DC (it's made in the same 1 as ch 2) along with the next DC. - Each round with hdc/dc ends sl st to the first hdc/dc, NOT in ch 2. Body (Soft Fun Aquarel) Ch 60, end
with sl st to first ch (to make a circle). Make sure the chain is not twisted. 1-3. 60 dc/round 4. 2 DC tog, 26 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 26 dc, 2 dc tog. 5. 56 dc. (56) 6. 2 dc toga, (2 dc tog) x 2, 24 dc, 2 dc tog. (52) 7. 52pc (52) 8. 2 DC tog, 22 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 22 dc, 2 dc tog. (48) 9. 48 dc. (48) 10. 2 DC tog, 20 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 20 dc, 2 dc tog. (44) 11. 44 dc. (44) 12.
2 dc tog, 18 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 18 dc, 2 dc tog. (40) 13. 40 dc. (40) 14. 2 DC tog, 16 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 16 dc, 2 dc tog. (36) 15. 36 dc. (36) 16. 2 dc tog, 14 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 14 dc, 2 dc tog. (32) 17. 32 dc. (32) 18. 2 dc tog, 12 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 12 dc, 2 dc tog. (28) 19. 28 dc. (28) 20. 2 dc tog, 10 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 10 dc, 2 dc tog. (24) 21. 24 dc. (24) 22. 2 dc
tog, 8 dc, (2 dc tog) x 2, 8 dc, 2 dc tog. (20) 23. 20 dc. Cut the yarn, but leave a long end so you can sew your head to the body later. Head (Soft Fun Watercolor) 1. 6 s in a magic circle. (6) 2. 2in1 around. (12) 3. (1 s, 2in1). (18) 4. (2 s, 2in1). (24) 5. (3 s, 2in1). (30) 6. (4 s, 2in1). (36) 7. (5 s, 2in1). (42) 8. (6 s, 2in1). (48) 9-16. 48 sq. (48) 17. (6 s, 2 sh toga).
(42) 18. (5 s, 2 s.c. toga). (36) 19. (4 s, 2 sh toga). (30) 20. (3 s, 2 sh toga). (24) The next round will hook in the back loop only, and now it's time to start adding filling to your head. 21. (2 s, 2 sh tog). (18) Back to the hook in both loops. 22. (1 s, 2 sh tog). (12) 23. 2 from that, around. (6) Stick your head firmly, cut the yarn and sew the hole closed. Scratch to
the end. Wings (Soft Fun Aquarel, Make 2) 1. 6 hdc in a magic circle. (6) 2. (1 hdc, 2in1). (9) 3. (2 hdc, 2in1). (12) 4. 12 hdc. (12) 5. (3 hdc, 2in1). (15) 6. (4 hdc, 2in1). (18) 7-8. 18 hdc. (18) 9. (2 hdc, 2in1). (24) 10-12. 24 hdc. (24) 13. (2 hdc, 2 hdc tog). (18) Cut the yarn, but leave the long end so that the wing can be sewn to the body later. Eyes (Katona,
make 2) 6 s in a magic circle, end with sl st to the first th. Cut the yarn, but leave the thread so that the eyes can be attached to the head. Legs (Katona, make 2) Chain 20, next to sl st to the first ch to make a circle. 1-3. 20 hdc. (20) 4. 9 hdc, 2in1, 9 hdc, 2in1. (22) 5. 10 hdc, 2in1, 10 hdc, 2in1. (24) 6. 11 hdc, 2in1, 11 hdc, 2in1. (26) 7. Ch 1, (1 sc in the same
st, 1 hdc, 2 dc in the next dc, 1 hdc, 1 sc, 1 hdc, 2 dc in the next st, 1 hdc, 1 sc, 1 hdc, 2 dc in the next st, 1 hdc, 1 sc) x 2. 8. Time to close the top of the leg. You will hook up across, so make sure your feet are flat and your feet lie even. Ch 1 and crochet with sl st in the back loops. Cut the yarn and secure the ends. Bick (Katona) Chain 9. 1. 1 s in the second
hour off the hook, 6 s, 3 s in the last hour, continue on the opposite side of the chain with 6 s, 2 9 sk in the last th. Sl th until the first round 1. 2. h 1, 1 sq in the same street, 6 s, 2in1, 1 sq, 2in1, 7 sc, 2in1, 1 sc, sl st to the first st. 3-5. 23 s/round. Cut the yarn, but leave a long end so you can attach the bic to the head later. Build Put Your Feet in a Big Hole
Place Place where you want them and provide them with some pins. Sew the bottom closed, and through the legs so they stay in place. Attach the wings between round 6 and 10 (top score) of the body. The eyes will be attached between round 9 and 11 on the head, 6 stitches apart. Don't forget to embroider some white eyes and eyelashes (if you want).
One round under your eyes you will attach the beak. Between the 12th and 16th rounds. Be sure to add a som filling before you close it completely. When you attach your head to your body, you will use the front loops from round 21 on your head. If you find any errors or have any questions, please contact annavirkpanna@gmail.com or leave a comment. ❤
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